
 
 

CETCOAT DWC                                                                                    917 
Advance Decorative White Cement  

Description: 
 
Decorative white cement CETCON DWC is a wall decoration material which is ground by high quality white Portland 
cement clinker by the advanced technology and result characterized by high whiteness, high strength, excellent degree of 
fineness, good adhesion, high construction performance, high consistency, etc.  
 
Advantages: 
 
➢ More Whiteness & Brightness  
➢ Decorative & Economical 
➢ Aesthetic Appeal 
➢ Superior bonding with surface  
➢ Strength of adhesion to the base is distinctly improved. 

 
Area of application: 

 
1. Designer Flooring 

You can put your personal touch on almost any part of your house, be it interiors or exteriors, using CETCON DWC 

decorative white cement as your magic tool. So go on and be amazed. Envisioning your dream home has never been so 

easy! 

2. Marble Flooring: 

Though marble stone is naturally white and elegant, it's also translucent and porous in nature. If marble is laid on a grey 

cement base, it starts to look dull and grey, losing its aesthetic charm. An effective way to prevent this is to lay it on a thin 

layer of CETCON DWC decorative white cement in the form of slurry. This acts as a white separator reflecting 100% light 

and preventing the grey cement from penetrating through and ruining the look of your marble. 

3. Terrazzo Flooring: 

CETCON DWC is durability, beauty and low cost.  It is prepared on site creating an almost seamless floor finish that is 

second to none in terms of quality and maintenance. There are no grout joints to clean, just a completely flat surface. It is 

popular for residential & office buildings. It is premium flooring for a cost less than that of some imported marbles and 

granites. Other benefits of Terrazzo flooring laid by using CETCON DWC decorative white cement are the endless color 

schemes, design & pattern flexibility that can be made to achieve exactly the effect you desire. 

4. Architectural Uses 

Stretch your imagination beyond just wall and floor finishes with CETCON DWC decorative white cement. There are many 

recent innovations that have been made with cetcoat DWC decorative white cement. Some of them include the use of 

grass Reinforced concrete and pre-cast panels which have revolutionized the modern construction and design world. 

Other aesthetic and creative applications include the use CETCON DWC decorative white cement in making any 

landscaping or ornamental article imaginable. Read on, and be amazed! 



 

 

 

5. Ornamental Uses: 

You can now express your creativity by making any landscaping or ornamental article with cetcoat DWC decorative white 

cement that you can imagine! CETCON DWC decorative white cement has notable applications in the molding of 

sculptures, motifs, water fountains, benches etc.  

 
Direction of use: 
 
CETCON DWC Decorative White Cement should be adjusted by water to the density suitable as per above application as 
like white cement application. 
 
Packing:   Supplied in 1 kg, 5 kg, 10 kg, 20 kg & 40 kg 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer:  The product information & application details given by the company & its agents have been provided only as a general guideline for usage. 

No guarantee / warranty is given or implied with any recommendations made by us, our representatives or distributors, as the conditions of use and the 

competence of any labour involved in the application are beyond our control. The company does not assume any liability or consequential damage for 

unsatisfactory results, arising from the use of our product. 
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